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MINI G ARDENING  THE GREEN FUN IN X X SFORMAT

NEW

mini 
gardening
Small greenery – with a 
big impact
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Get your own indoor garden!

The plants have a calming eff ect. So it can not hurt 
to get the nature in your own home. Both, fresh and 
artifi cial plants, cut always a good fi gure in the 
personal DIY recreation area. We off er you a wide 
selection of succulents, grasses, Iceland moss and 
much more.
 For a particularly realistic garden dream, 
besides the plants and diff erent wooden elements, 
the substrates out of various materials (e.g. cement, 
wood, paper-mâché,...) are also in charge. 
Little miniature animals, gardening tools or large 
wire elements in elegant white are also available for 
this purpose. A rocking chair
as a haven of peace? Why not, it’s up to you!

The garden feeling redefined – with Rayher’s Mini-Gardening
Easily get at home your garden-dream. Whether in a small suitcase or in an 
expensive bowl - in just a few easy steps you can create an oasis according to 
your taste with some gravel, wire elements and plants. 
And the best of all: these gardens are extremely low-maintenance. 
So simple can be the gardening!

A colourful mixture of materials
Subtle wooden elements (1), "Liven things up" thanks to the 
cute animals (2) or stylish ornaments in white (3).
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And here's how it works:

1 Cut out the fl oral foam into the desired shape.
 Especially nice is the mini-garden with diff erent levels.
 Now, lay out the moss and put over succulents, branches or 

even fresh plants as a decoration.
 Scattered pebbles, sand and granules serve as a trailblazer 

that delimits the surface and provides to the decorative 
items a secure footing.

2 Decorative items come next. On the substrate takes now 
place whatever you like:

 an arbour here, a parasol there – holiday feeling comes up 
already.

3 What’s more: The XXS-gardens are also suitable as a gift . 
Nicely compact and highly personalized.

All you may need…
Grab your favorite substrate out of wood, cement, etc. (1), build an ex-
citing landscape with floral foam and jump into the decoration! A bit 
of green stuff (3) here, a little gravel, sand or granules (4) there, and 
as icing on the cake some more wire elements (5) as well as miniature 
products (6) are going to be well-placed. Here we go!

Gardening IS easy!
Once the substrate (1) ) is set 
up, you can decorate it follow-
ing your heart’s desire (2) 
and yet that’s where your 
dream in green (3) turns into 
playful reality. 
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Create your own garden dream by yourself 

By doing this, you are creating a very personal domestic pastime that 
suits your own taste. In addition to the amusing hobby gardeners, you 
can also integrate your unique creations out of cement.
So, your garden artworks become even more innovative.

Details matter: Lush 
plant elements and 
wooden items (1)  
in self-made cast 
cement-bowl (2) are 
looking particu-
larly natural and 
emphasize the whole 
picture through a lot 
of material mixtures 
(3). Small details (4) 
make the wellness 
oasis perfect.



A true happiness
 
Even real plants or already exist-
ing flower arrangements can be 
transformed with some decorative 
elements into modern eye-catch-
ers. Skillfully integrated minis-
cule lounge chair, wind wheel or 
wicker wine bottle offers to any 
common flowerpot a contemporary 
touch.



Dreaming is allowed 

Compactly packed (e.g. with 
wood), the garden dreams 
are qualified as a well-being 
reminder. Original landscapes 
or natural garden dreams? 
With dreamy landscape ideas, 
we can let our mind wander 
and offer enough space for 
lasting memories. Also perfect 
as an original gift. 
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Unique garden worlds 

Bowls, small boxes, plastic balls or old pots offer 
plenty of creative possibilities. Opulently adorned 
or minimised with draped eye-catcher, even the 
aging items become quickly chic again.

North Sea Dreams (1) and spas reduced 
in glass vases (2) on a self-made ce-
ment-platter (3), natural framed composi-
tions (4), serene garden scenery in plastic 
balls (5) as well as upcycling projects to 
fall in love with (6) – all of them spread 
pure joy!



A pastime that makes won-
derful presents 
The combination of fresh plants, 
white wire elements and playful 
decorative items, creates a comforta-
ble feeling of well-being in miniature 
that is recommended to be given 
away - the next wedding will come 
around for sure.
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The Rayher’s Mini Gardening products can be found in well-stocked hobby shops.

Handicraft  kits

Just try it out and start immediately. 
These packages contain everything 
that you need for your personal crea-
tions.
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You will fi nd material specifi cations and instructions on our homepage.


